We contribute to the program of proving lower bounds on the size of branching programs solving the Tree Evaluation Problem introduced by Cook et al. [2012]. Proving a superpolynomial lower bound for the size of nondeterministic thrifty branching programs would be an important step toward separating NL from P using the tree evaluation problem. First, we show that Read-Once Nondeterministic Thrifty BPs are equivalent to whole black-white pebbling algorithms, thus showing a tight lower bound (ignoring polynomial factors) for this model. We then introduce a weaker restriction of nondeterministic thrifty branching programs called Bitwise Independence. The best known [Cook et al. 2012 ] nondeterministic thrifty branching programs (of size O(k h/2+1 )) for the tree evaluation problem are Bitwise Independent. As our main result, we show that any Bitwise Independent Nondeterministic Thrifty Branching Program solving BT 2 (h, k) must have at least k 2 h/2 states. Prior to this work, lower bounds were known for nondeterministic thrifty branching programs only for fixed heights h = 2, 3, 4 [Cook et al. 2012 ]. We prove our results by associating a fractional blackwhite pebbling strategy with any bitwise independent nondeterministic thrifty branching program solving the Tree Evaluation Problem. Such a connection was not known previously, even for fixed heights.
INTRODUCTION
The question whether L is a proper subset of P is one of the central problems in complexity theory. One of the approaches to the problem was proposed as a program by Cook [1974] by introducing a suitable computational problem, namely, the solvable path systems. The program suggests to prove lower bounds for increasingly stronger models of computation solving the solvable path systems problem. Indeed, for the A preliminary version of this work containing a subset of the results in this article, appeared at the Symposium of Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science (STACS 2013) . Balagopal Komarath is supported by a PhD Fellowship from Tata Consultancy Services (TCS). Authors' addresses: B. Komarath and J. Sarma, Department of Computer Science & Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai -600036, India; emails: baluks@gmail.com, jayalal@cse.iitm.ac.in. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. c 2015 ACM 1942-3454/2015/05-ART8 $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2751320 specific problem, the attempt is to discover the structure of that restricted variant of the underlying computation process that captures the most natural, and if possible the most general, algorithmic strategies for solving the problem [Cook 1974; Barrington and McKenzie 1991; Edmonds et al. 1999; Gál et al. 2008; Cook et al. 2012; Wehr 2011] . Cook [1974] also proved superlogarithmic space lower bounds for marking machines solving the solvable path systems problem. Marking machines capture pebbling algorithms (which is a class of "natural" algorithms) solving this problem. Barrington and McKenzie [1991] took a similar approach by considering the problem GEN and attempted to prove (upper and lower bounds) for increasingly stronger models of computation for solving GEN. Specifically, Barrington and McKenzie [1991] considered "oracle" Branching Programs (BP), where each state of the branching program is allowed to ask a question about the input. For example, a general BP can ask queries of the form "What is the i th bit of the input?" (This is called a branching program with BIT oracle.) Barrington and McKenzie [1991] proved exponential size lower bounds for branching programs equipped only with certain "weak" oracles. Gál et al. [2008] considered incremental BPs for solving GEN, which can be thought of as BPs trying to solve the GEN problem by incrementally finding the elements of the closure.
Cook et al. [2012] proposed the tree evaluation problem for separating L and P, and introduced thrifty BPs as a model that captures "natural" algorithms solving the tree evaluation problem. It is shown in Cook et al. [2012] that deterministic thrifty BPs exactly correspond to algorithms that implement black pebbling. They also introduced the concept of fractional black-white pebbling, and showed that nondeterministic thrifty BPs can implement fractional black-white pebbling. It is also known that superpolynomial size lower bounds for deterministic semantic incremental BPs solving the GEN problem follows from superpolynomial size lower bounds for deterministic thrifty branching programs solving a generalization of the tree evaluation problem called the DAG-evaluation problem [Wehr 2011 ].
Tree Evaluation Problem. We now briefly describe the tree evaluation problem (see Section 2 for a formal definition). An instance of the tree evaluation problem, FT 2 (h, k), is a complete binary tree of height h (the number of nodes from root to a leaf) where each leaf is associated with an element from [k] (which we think of as the value of the leaf node) and the i th internal node is associated with a function f i : [k] 2 → [k]. The value of an internal node is obtained by applying this function to the values of its children. The output is the value of the root node. The corresponding Boolean version, BT 2 (h, k), differs from FT 2 (h, k) in that the function at the root node maps a value in [k] 2 to a value in {0, 1}. An instance of BT 2 (h, k) is called a "yes" instance if and only if the value of the root node is 1. Another variant of the tree evaluation problem is the single function variant FT 2 (h, k) where the functions at all internal nodes are the same. A natural computational model for the tree evaluation problem is a k-way BP where each node queries the value of a single k-ary variable (i.e., the query is either i, where i is a leaf node, or f j (r, s), where j is an internal node and r, s ∈ [k]). As observed in Cook et al. [2012] , any size lower bound of the form (k r(h) ) for k-way BPs, where r(h) is an unbounded function, would prove that L = P. We only consider k-way BPs in this article. Here we are interested in how the size of the BPs solving FT 2 (h, k) increases with respect to h and k.
A natural algorithm to solve FT 2 (h, k) is to evaluate the tree in a bottom-up fashion. This can be captured by the concept of black pebbling T h 2 (the complete binary tree of height h). A black pebble on a node indicates that the value of the node is known. A black pebble can be placed on an internal node only if both its children are black pebbled. As a special case, a black pebble can be freely placed on any leaf node. It can be shown that h pebbles are necessary and sufficient for black pebbling T h 2 , since a value in [k] can be represented using log k bits. This corresponds to a size bound of (k h ) for BPs. Similarly, fractional black-white pebbling captures natural nondeterministic algorithms solving FT 2 (h, k). A white pebble can be freely placed on any node and corresponds to guessing the value of that node. However, to remove a white pebble from a node (this corresponds to verifying the guessed value) both its children have to be pebbled. Moreover, a BP may compute or guess a fraction of bits of the values of nodes, and this results in fractional black and white pebbles, respectively. A deterministic thrifty BP is one in which the BP is only allowed to query f j (r, s) when r and s are the values of the children of node j. Cook et al. [2012] showed that deterministic thrifty BPs solving BT 2 (h, k) require (k h ) states by showing that such BPs implement exactly a black pebbling strategy. Cook et al. [2012] also proved tight lower bounds for nondeterministic thrifty BPs for h = 2, 3, 4. They also show an upper bound of O(k h/2+1 ) for nondeterministic thrifty BPs solving FT 2 (h, k). This shows that the nondeterministic variant is more powerful compared to the deterministic model.
To complete the discussion, we refer the reader to Razborov [1991] and Part 5 in Jukna [2012] , for a detailed survey on BP lower bounds. Specifically, we note that good lower bounds are known against read-once BP models (see Wegener [1987] , Zák [1984] , and Jukna and Zák [2001] ), although not for the problem that is of interest in this article.
Our Results. In this article, we extend the results in Cook et al. [2012] to two restricted models in the nondeterministic setting. We also provide unified views of many results that were known regarding the BP size for the tree evaluation problem.
To begin with, we show that computations done by read-once nondeterministic thrifty BPs can be captured by the whole black-white pebbling game. This observation combined with the known lower bounds [Cook et al. 2012] for whole black-white pebbling imply the following theorem. THEOREM 1.1. Any Read-Once NTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) must have at least k h/2 states.
As our main result, we show that computation of nondeterministic thrifty BPs with a restriction that we call bitwise independence can be associated with a fractional blackwhite pebbling sequence and therefore requires super-polynomial size. The additional restriction of bitwise independence is not too severe since all known upper-bounds using nondeterministic thrifty BPs can be achieved using those with bitwise independence property. In particular, the BP described in Cook et al. [2012] that achieve O(k h/2+1 ) upper-bound satisfy bitwise independence. Our main result is the first superpolynomial lower bound for some restriction of nondeterministic thrifty BPs solving the tree evaluation problem. THEOREM 1.2 (MAIN THEOREM). If B is a bitwise-independent nondeterministic thrifty BP solving BT 2 (h, k), then B has at least k 2 h/2 states.
We associate these BPs with fractional black-white pebbling. Cook et al. [2012] showed that if the tree T h 2 can be fractionally pebbled using p pebbles, then the corresponding (binary) tree evaluation problem can be solved by a nondeterministic thrifty BP of size O(k p ). However, the converse direction is far from clear. We make progress in this direction and prove our lower bound by connecting bitwise-independent nondeterministic thrifty BPs to fractional black-white pebbling sequences. We use the known result [Vanderzwet 2013 ] (see also Cook et al. [2012] ) that h/2+1 pebbles are necessary and sufficient to pebble T h 2 using fractional black-white pebbling, to derive our lower bounds. We note that the lower bounds for h = 2, 3, 4 in Cook et al. [2012] were not shown by associating it with fractional black-white pebbling. We summarize the relationships among pebbling games and BP models in Table I . We use "soft" asymptotic notation that ignores factors polynomial in the input size (i.e., factors of the order of O((2 h k) c ) for any constant c) to describe the bounds in Table I . The exact bounds are given in the statements of appropriate theorems.
Our main technique is a method proposed by Jukna and Zák [2001] for proving size lower bounds for BPs, which they call the entropy method. Briefly, the method is to distribute a large set of inputs among the states of the BP such that only a small number of inputs get mapped to any particular state. To achieve this, Jukna and Zák [2001] proposed to consider the set F of inputs reaching that state and show that we can uniquely determine an input in F by a decision tree of low average depth (equivalently, the set F has low entropy). It follows that there are a large number of states.
As our next contribution, we show that the lower-bound proofs in Cook et al.
[2012] for k-way BPs solving FT 3 2 (k), Children 4 2 (k), and thrifty BPs solving BT 2 (h, k) can be obtained using this framework. Thus, we get simplified and unified views of the proofs for the following theorems. THEOREM 1.3.
-Any deterministic k-way BP solving FT 3 2 (k) must have at least k 3 states. -Any deterministic k-way BP solving Children 4 2 (k) must have at least k 4 states. We then apply our method in a restricted setting where the functions at all internal nodes are given to be the same. THEOREM 1.4. Any deterministic k-way BP solving FT 2 (h, k) with the functions at internal nodes restricted to a group operation must have at least 2 h−2 k states.
We observe that the preceding lower bound is tight. Indeed, when the internal operation is that of a group, the associativity property can be used to design BPs of size O(2 h k), when the function at the internal nodes is fixed. When the function at the internal nodes is also a part of the input, the upper bound is off by a factor of k, namely, O(2 h k 2 ).
The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the preliminaries needed for the article. We prove the main result in Section 4. We consider read-once nondeterministic thrifty BPs in Section 3. Further applications of the entropy method are described in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
For definitions of basic notions in complexity theory, we refer the reader to a standard textbook [Arora and Barak 2009; Vollmer 1999] . We now introduce the notations and basic definitions that will be used throughout the article. Let [k] = {0, . . . , k−1}. We will use the term node to refer to the vertices in the tree referred to by the input instance and the term state to refer to vertices in the BP. In the following discussion, we label the nodes of the tree using usual heap numbering. The root node is labeled 1 and for each internal node i, its left child is labeled 2i and right child is labeled 2i + 1. We use v I i to denote the value of the i th node in the input tree for input I. When the input I is clear from the context, we may simply write v i .
We now define the function and Boolean versions of the tree evaluation problem.
Definition 2.1 (Tree Evaluation Problems [Cook et al. 2012]) .
. This is interpreted with respect to the tree T h 2 and each leaf node i is associated with the value i and each internal node i is associated with the function
Output for BT 2 (h, k): The value v 1 ∈ {0, 1} of the root node. The evaluation rules are the same as for FT 2 (h, k).
It is known that tree evaluation problems are in LOGDCFL [Cook et al. 2012 ]. (For a definition of LOGDCFL, see Sudborough [1978] ). Note that the input size when represented in binary is O(2 h k 2 log k). Since all values in the definition of tree evaluation problems are k-ary, a general model to solve tree evaluation problems is a BP that queries k-ary variables. Such BPs are called k-way branching programs (or BP, in short, in this article), since each query has k possible outcomes (depending on the value of the queried variable). We define these models formally now.
Definition 2.2 (k-Way Branching Program (BP) [Cook et al. 2012]) . A nondeterministic k-way BP B for FT 2 (h, k) is a directed multigraph. It consists of a designated start state and k final states labeled 0, . . . , k − 1. A nonfinal state is labeled either i , where i is a leaf node, or labeled f i (x 1 , x 2 ), where i is an internal node, x 1 , x 2 ∈ [k], and each outgoing edge is labeled by an element from [k] . A computation path on input I is a directed path from the start state such that each edge in the path is consistent with I. At least one such computation must end in the final state labeled v I 1 , and all computations ending in a final state must end in the final state labeled v I 1 . The BP B is deterministic if and only if each query state has exactly k outgoing edges labeled 0, . . . , k − 1.
A nondeterministic k-way BP B for BT 2 (h, k) is defined similarly, except that each query state that is labeled f 1 (x 1 , x 2 ) where x 1 , x 2 ∈ [k] has all of its outgoing edges labeled by either 0 or 1. There is a designated accepting state that has no outgoing edges. The BP B solves BT 2 (h, k) if and only if for every "yes" instance I it has at least one computation path from the start state to the accepting state consistent with I (an accepting computation path) and for every "no" instance the BP has no accepting computation path. The BP B is deterministic if and only if each query state that is labeled f 1 (x 1 , x 2 ) has exactly two outgoing edges labeled 0 and 1 and every other query state has exactly k outgoing edges labeled 0, . . . , k − 1.
By a sub-BP B of B obtained by restricting input set E to E , we refer to the BP obtained from B by removing edges not used by inputs in E and by shortcutting states for which only one outgoing edge can be active when we consider computation on instances in E .
The size of binary BPs solving tree evaluation problems differ from the size of k-way BPs by a factor of at most k. Therefore, a size lower bound of (k r(h) ) for k-way BPs, where r(h) is an unbounded function, would separate L from LOGDCFL.
Definition 2.3 (Nondeterministic Thrifty BP (NTBP) [Cook et al. 2012]) . A nondeterministic BP solving BT 2 (h, k) is called thrifty if and only if for any accepting computation path on any instance I any query state labeled f i (x 1 , x 2 ) satisfies x 1 = v 2i and x 2 = v 2i+1 (i.e., the internal nodes are queried only at the correct values of its children).
By a state querying node i we mean that the state queries f i (x, y) for some x, y ∈ [k] when i is an internal node and that the state queries i when i is a leaf node.
Definition 2.4 (Syntactic Read-Once NTBP (RONTBP)). An NTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) is called syntactic read-once if and only if any graph-theoretic path from the start state to the accept state queries each node at most once.
Let N = 2 h −2 be the total number of nonroot nodes in T h 2 . Let B be a nondeterministic thrifty BP for BT 2 (h, k). Let s be a state of B. We define
and a computation path C(I) such that s ∈ C(I) ,
and an accepting computation path C(I) such that s ∈ C(I)
We use π (S, i) to denote the set of all i th components of the tuples in S (typically, S is either F s or A s for some s.). That is, the set formed by projecting the i th component of all tuples in S. For any encoding function φ : [k] → {0, 1} log k , we use (r) i to denote the i th bit of r ∈ [k] when r is encoded using φ.
Definition 2.5 (Bitwise-Independent NTBP (BINTBP)). Let k = 2 and let B be a nondeterministic thrifty BP solving BT 2 (h, k). Then B is called bitwise independent if and only if there exists an encoding function φ : [k] → {0, 1} such that for every state s in B the following two conditions are satisfied.
Here, the outer Cartesian product is the normal Cartesian product and the inner one concatenates all the bits after forming the Cartesian product. When k is not a power of 2, we consider the largest power of 2 smaller than k. Let this be 2 . Then B is bitwise independent if and only if the sub-BP B of B obtained by considering only inputs where all values are from [2 ] is bitwise independent.
The intuition is that at any state in the BP, the bits of values of nonroot nodes can be partitioned into "fixed" bits and "unfixed" bits, and the sets F s and A s are such that all possible combinations of unfixed bits are in the set, that is, the BP cannot store implicit information about bits (such as, the second bit is the complement of the first bit).
If we only consider minimal bitwise-independent nondeterministic thrifty BPs, then we have |F s |, |A s | ≥ 1 for any query state s. This is because any query state s that does not have any accepting computation path passing through it can be removed. Also note that by the definition of bitwise independence, for any i and s, we have π (F s , i) and π (A s , i) are always powers of 2 when k is a power of 2.
The following input set will be used to prove lower bounds for thrifty BPs. We note that this set was also used in Cook et al. [2012] to prove lower bounds for deterministic thrifty BPs solving BT 2 (h, k).
Definition 2.6 (Hard Inputs for Thrifty BP). Here we set f 1 to the constant function 1 and we allow all k-ary values to take arbitrary values if they can be queried by a thrifty BP and set them to 0 otherwise. Note that all inputs in E are "yes" instances and |E| = k N .
We make the following observation about accepting computation paths for inputs in E in any NTBP solving BT 2 (h, k).
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let B be an NTBP solving BT 2 (h, k). Let I ∈ E and let C(I) be an accepting computation path for I in B, then all nodes are queried in C(I).
PROOF. If the root node is not queried for some I ∈ E, then the input I which is the same as I but with f I 1 = 0 (i.e., f 1 is the zero function in I ) is also accepted by B. Let i be some nonroot node and assume that C(I) does not have a state querying node i. Then the input I , which is the same as I but with
, is also accepted by C(I). But then C(I) makes a nonthrifty query when querying the parent node of i for either I or I . Therefore C(I) does not query the parent of I. By induction, we can conclude that C(I) does not query the root node, which is a contradiction. 2
Pebbling
Pebbling sequences capture "natural" algorithms solving tree evaluation problems by computing the values of nodes of the tree in a bottom-up fashion.
Definition 2.8 (Fractional Black-White, Whole Black-White, and Black Pebbling [Cook et al. 2012]) . A fractional black-white pebbling configuration of a rooted binary tree T h 2 is an assignment of a pair of real numbers (b(i), w(i)) to each node i of the tree. The values b(i) and w(i) are called the black and white pebble values, respectively, of node i. We have for every i,
(1)
The legal pebble moves are as follows:
(1) For any node i, decrease b(i) arbitrarily.
(2) For any node i, increase w(i) arbitrarily.
(3) For any node i, if each child of i has pebble value 1, then decrease w(i) to 0.
(4) For any node i, if each child of i has pebble value 1, then increase b(i) arbitrarily and simultaneously decrease the black pebble values of the children of i arbitrarily.
The number of pebbles in a configuration is the sum over all nodes i of b(i) + w(i). A fractional black-white pebbling of T h 2 using p pebbles is a sequence of (legal) fractional black-white pebbling moves on nodes of T h 2 , which starts and ends with each node having pebble value 0 and at some point the root node has black pebble value 1, and no configuration has more than p pebbles.
A whole black-white pebbling is a fractional black-white pebbling such that for all configurations and all nodes i,
A black pebbling is a whole black-white pebbling such that for all configurations and for all nodes i, we have w(i) = 0.
We now give an intuitive description of Definition 2.8. A black pebble value of at a node indicates that log k bits of the value of that node is known to the BP. Similarly, a white pebble value of indicates that log k bits of the value of that node has been guessed by the BP (equivalently, the BP needs to verify log k bits of the value of that node). The pebbling rules capture the intuition that in order to compute or verify (a fraction of) the value of any node, the BP must completely figure out (by computing or guessing) the values of its children.
It is known that h, h/2 + 1, and h/2 + 1 pebbles are required for black pebbling, whole black-white pebbling, and fractional black-white pebbling, respectively, T h 2 (see Cook et al. [2012] and Vanderzwet [2013] ).
Definition 2.9 (Read-Once Whole Black-White Pebbling). A whole black-white pebbling C 1 , . . . , C t of T h 2 is called read-once if and only if for any node n there exists i and j, with i < j, such that -for k < i, we have b(n) = w(n) = 0 for C k ; -the pebble values b(n) and w(n) remain the same from C i through C j and either b(n) = 0 or w(n) = 0; -for k > j, we have b(n) = w(n) = 0 for C k .
Entropy Method
We now formally describe the entropy method introduced by Jukna and Zák [2001] . We specialize the description slightly to suit our application of the method. Let B be a BP computing the characteristic function of language L. Let A be a particular set of inputs and let States(B) denote the set of all nonfinal states of the BP B. Define a "distribution" function g : A → States(B). Now consider an arbitrary state s in the range of g and let F = g −1 (s). Define a decision tree D such that each a ∈ F reaches a unique leaf in D. Such a decision tree is called a "splitting tree" for F in Jukna and Zák [2001] . The next step is to prove that D has low depth, which will imply that the entropy of F, h(F) = log |F|, is small. The number of inputs from the set A reaching the state s is at most 2 h(F) . Then we have Size(B) ≥ |A| · 2 −h(F) . In defining A and g, we may use properties of L and any restrictions imposed on the structure of B. The goal is to minimize the maximum value of h(F) over all choices of F and at the same time using an A that is large enough to get the required lower bounds.
TIGHT BOUNDS FOR RONTBP
We prove upper bounds for RONTBP by showing that they can implement read-once whole black-white pebbling to solve BT 2 (h, k).
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a read-once whole black-white pebbling of T h 2 using h/2 +1 pebbles.
PROOF. Cook et al. [2012] has given a whole black-white pebbling of T h 2 using h/2 + 1 pebbles. We use T i to denote the subtree rooted at node i. The pebbling strategy in Cook et al. [2012] is given in the following for completeness. We describe the pebbling procedure for height h+2 tree assuming height h tree has a whole black-white pebbling procedure. The induction hypothesis is that T h 2 can be pebbled using N(h) = h/2 + 1 pebbles and there is a critical time in the pebbling of T h 2 such that the root node has a black pebble and the tree has at most N(h) − 1 pebbles. This is true for T 2 2 because we can place two black pebbles on leaves and then slide one to the root and remove the other. Now the root has a black pebble and the tree has N(h) − 1 = 1 pebble on it.
(1) Place a black pebble on node 4 by running the pebbling procedure on T 4 .
(2) Run the pebbling procedure on T 5 ; stop when node 5 has a black pebble on it.
(3) Slide the black pebble on node 4 to node 2. (4) Remove the black pebble on node 5. (5) Resume the pebbling for T 5 and run it to completion. (6) Run the pebbling procedure on T 6 and suspend when node 6 has a black pebble. (7) Place a white pebble on node 7. (8) Slide the black pebble on node 6 to node 3. (9) Slide the black pebble on node 2 to root node.
(10) Remove the black pebble from node 3. (This is the critical time for T h+2 2 .) (11) Remove the black pebble from root node. (12) Resume the pebbling for T 6 and run it to completion. (13) Remove the white pebble on node 7 by running the pebbling procedure for T 7 .
It is easy to see that this pebbling strategy is read-once. In particular, we stress that the pebbling strategy only suspends the pebbling of subtrees and does not remove any pebbles from it until the pebbling for those subtrees is resumed. (This is being done in Steps (2) and (5) and Steps (6) and (12).) Since T 2 2 can be pebbled using 2/2 + 1 = 2 pebbles in a read-once fashion, it follows by induction that the preceding pebbling strategy for T h 2 is read-once. 2 THEOREM 3.2. There is a RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) using at most (2 h − 1)k h/2 +1 states.
PROOF. The construction uses the same idea used by Cook et al. [2012] to construct an NTBP solving BT 2 (h, k). Let C 1 , . . . , C t be the read-once whole black-white pebbling of T h 2 given by Proposition 3.1. We now describe a BP B that uses this read-once pebbling to solve BT 2 (h, k). The BP B will have t layers numbered from 1 to t. The first layer consists of only the start state and the last layer consists of only the accepting state. Let B i denote the set of all nodes with a black pebble on them in the pebbling configuration C i and let W i denote the set of all nodes with a white pebble on them in C i . Let p i = |B i | + |W i |. We will prove by induction (on the layer number) that the i th layer of B has at most k p i states. We "tag" each state in layer i with a set of possible values for these pebbled nodes such that we will have exactly one state for each setting of possible values for these pebbled nodes. We stress that this "tag" is only used to make the description of the BP B easier. For a state s, we denote its tag by tag(s). The key property is that if the set tag(s) contains v i = x, then for any input I with an accepting computation path through s, we have v I i = x (call this property, P). We will prove that property P holds for all states in the BP B by induction on the layer number. We can now describe the labeling of states of B and the edges of B (which will correspond to the pebbling moves) easily using these tags. We describe the edges from layer i to layer i + 1 in terms of the pebbling move that takes the pebbling configuration C i to C i+1 . Note that p 1 = 0 and the first layer of B only has the start state. Since k 0 = 1, this proves the base case for the fact that the number of states in layer i is at most k p i . Also note that for the start state s, we have tag(s) = {} and hence the property P is vacuously true for the start state. 
The proof that v I j = v is deferred until we present the construction corresponding to the removal of this white pebble. Remove a black pebble from j. All states in layer i are unlabeled (they are "forget" states). From each state s in layer i such that tag(s) contains v j = v for some v ∈ [k], we add an unlabeled edge to each s in layer i + 1 that satisfies tag(s ) = tag(s) − {v j = v}. Note that the (i + 1) th layer has at most k p i −1 = k p i+1 states. The fact that all states in layer i + 1 satisfy the property P follows trivially from the induction hypothesis. Remove a white pebble from j. For each state s where tag(s) contains v j = v for some v ∈ [k], we label s with j if j is a leaf node. Otherwise, j is an internal node and we label s with f j (x, y) where x and y are the values of 2 j and 2 j + 1 in tag(s). We add a single outgoing edge from s labeled v to the state s in layer i + 1 such that tag(s ) = tag(s) − {v j = v}. Note that the (i + 1) th layer has at most k p i −1 = k p i+1 states. We now present the proof that was deferred in the case corresponding to the placement of a white pebble. Let k be the layer where this white pebble was placed on node j. (Note that this layer k is the same as layer i + 1 from the case corresponding to the placement of a white pebble.) Assume that s is a state in layer k such that tag(s) contains v j = v for some v ∈ [k]. Let I be any input with an accepting computation path through s. We have to prove that v I j = v. Let s be the state in layer i that this accepting computation path passes through. Then, by our construction and the fact that node j was not touched by the pebbling from C k to C i , we have that tag(s ) contains v j = v. Now the state s queries the node j and the only outgoing edge from s is labeled v. This implies that v I j = v. The fact that all states in layer i + 1 satisfy property P follows trivially from the induction hypothesis. Slide a black pebble from j to its parent j = j/2 . Each state s in layer i is labeled f j (x, y) where x and y are the values of j and its sibling in tag(s). Add k outgoing edges from s labeled 0 to k− 1 such that the edge labeled v is directed to s in layer i + 1 such that tag(s ) = tag(s) ∪ {v j = v} − {v j = x} (assuming the value of j is x). Note that the (i + 1) th layer has at most k p i = k p i+1 states. The fact that all states in layer i + 1 satisfy property P follows from arguments similar to the ones given before. Slide a black pebble to the root node. Each state s in layer i is labeled f 1 (x, y) where
x and y are the values of nodes 2 and 3 in tag(s). Add an outgoing edge labeled 1 to s in layer i + 1 such that tag(s ) = tag(s) − {v 2 = x} (assuming that the black pebble was slid from node 2 to the root). Note that the (i + 1) th layer has k p i −1 ≤ k p i+1 states. The fact that all states in layer i + 1 satisfy property P follows from arguments similar to the ones given before.
We can remove the unlabeled states with unlabeled outgoing edges by the following procedure. If there is an edge labeled v from some state s to an unlabeled state s with e outgoing edges, then remove the state s and add e outgoing edges labeled v from s to the out-neighbors of s . Let us call this new BP B . We claim that B is a RONTBP computing BT 2 (h, k). It is easy to see that B computes the same function as the BP B. Each layer in B corresponds to the placement of some black pebble or to the removal of some white pebble from the tree. Since C 1 , . . . , C t is a read-once pebbling, this implies that the number of layers in B is exactly the number of nodes in the tree. So the number of layers in B is 2 h − 1. The number of states in a layer in B is exactly the number of states in the corresponding layer in B. So any layer in B has at most k h/2 +1 states. So the number of nonfinal states in B is at most (2 h − 1)k h/2 +1 . The BP B is read-once since B is a layered BP and for any node in the tree there is exactly one layer in B that queries that node. To see that B is thrifty, consider any state s in B that is labeled f j (x, y) for some j and some x, y ∈ [k]. Note that an input I can reach state s in B if and only if I can reach the corresponding state in B assuming that s corresponds to a labeled state in B. By construction, we have that tag(s) contains v 2 j = x and v 2 j+1 = y. Therefore, any input I reaching the state s must have v I 2 j = x and v I 2 j+1 = y by property P. So B is thrifty.
We now prove tight lower bounds for size of RONTBPs solving BT 2 (h, k). The idea is to associate the computation of a RONTBP with a whole black-white pebbling. We associate a whole black-white pebbling configuration with each state in the RONTBP such that if we take an accepting computation path of any instance in E, the sequence of pebbling configurations along the computation path is a valid pebbling of T h 2 . Then we proceed to show that if we consider a state s that has at least h/2 + 1 pebbles on a computation path (such a state exists on any accepting computation path), then the number of inputs reaching s must be small. In particular, for any input I on an accepting computation path reaching s, the values of pebbled nodes can be inferred from the state s and the values of unpebbled nodes. This shows that the state s must encode an element from a set of k p values where p is the number of pebbled nodes. The lower bound follows.
The following definition tells us how to extract a whole black-white pebbling from a RONTBP.
Definition 3.3 (Pebbling Configuration at a State). Let B be a RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) and let s be a state in B. Let I ∈ E be arbitrary and let C(I) be an arbitrary accepting computation path for I in B. Then the pebble value of a nonroot node i with parent i = i/2 in the pebbling configuration associated with the state s is defined as follows:
-If the state querying node i comes after s (or i is queried by s) and the state querying node i comes before s in C(I), then the node i is black pebbled at state s. -If the state querying node i comes after s and the state querying node i comes before s in C(I) (with one of them possibly queried at s), then the node i is white pebbled at state s. -Otherwise, the node i is unpebbled at state s.
We now prove that the black-white pebbling extracted from a RONTBP using Definition 3.3 is a valid read-once whole black-white pebbling of T h 2 . LEMMA 3.4. Let B be a RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k). Let I ∈ E and let C(I) be an accepting computation path for I in B. Then the whole black-white pebbling obtained by considering the pebbling configurations associated with the states on C(I) (as defined in Definition 3.3) in order is a valid read-once whole black-white pebbling of T h 2 . PROOF. The start state clearly corresponds to the empty pebbling configuration. We can assume that the root node of the tree is pebbled and unpebbled at the state immediately following the state in C(I) querying the root node. (This will not affect the lower bound since the value at the root node is always 1 for any input in E.) Now we have to prove that when a black pebble is placed or a white pebble is removed from some nonleaf node i, both its children are pebbled.
A black pebble is placed on node i at state s. Let t be the state immediately preceding s in C(I). The state t queries the node i according to Definition 3.3. Now if 2i is queried before the state t in C(I), then 2i is black pebbled at t. If the node 2i is queried after the state t in C(I), then 2i is white pebbled at t. Similarly, we can prove that the node 2i + 1 is also pebbled at the state t. A white pebble is removed from node i at state s. We can prove that both 2i and 2i + 1 are pebbled at the state immediately preceding the state s in C(I) by using the argument used in the previous case.
Since B is a RONTBP, each node is queried exactly once in C(I). Note that a black pebble is placed on a node or a white pebble is removed from a node only when that node is queried. Therefore the pebbling is read-once. Now we show that the pebbling configuration at some state s defined previously is independent of the input I and the accepting computation path C(I) that passes through state s. In other words, this shows that the pebbling configuration at a state only depends upon the state s. Note that if there are no accepting computation paths passing through a state s in a RONTBP, then that state can be deleted from the RONTBP.
LEMMA 3.5. Let B be a RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k). Then the pebbling configuration at any state s in B depends only on s. In particular, it is independent of any input I and any accepting computation path C(I) used to define it.
PROOF. Let I and I be two inputs in E with accepting computation paths C and C passing through the state s. Consider an arbitrary node i and we argue that the pebble value of node i with respect to C is the same as the pebble value of node i with respect to C . Let i = i/2 be the parent of i. We consider three cases based on the pebble value of node i at s with respect to C. Node i is black peppled. By Definition 3.3, we have a state r querying i before s and a state t querying i after s in the computation path C. (It is possible that t = s.) Now the state r querying i on C must precede state s in the computation path C . Otherwise the path start ; r ; s ; r ; accept is a path in B that queries node i twice, which is not possible since B is a RONTBP. Similarly, the state t querying i must come after s on C . (It is possible that t = t = s.) Node i is white peppled. By Definition 3.3, we have a state r querying i before s and a state t querying i after s in the computation path C. (It is possible that t = s or r = s.) Now the state t querying i on C must come after the state s (or t = s if t = s) in the computation path C . Otherwise, the path start ; t ; s ; t ; accept is a path in B that queries node i twice, which is not possible since B is a RONTBP. Similarly, the state r querying i must come before (or at) s on C . Node i is not pebbled. We have three cases to consider.
Nodes i and i are queried before s. On C both i and i must be queried before the state s as otherwise we can construct a path from start state to accepting state that queries some node at least twice. Nodes i and i are queried after s. On C both i and i must be queried after s as otherwise we can construct a path from start state to accepting state that queries some node at least twice. Node i is queried at s and i is queried after s. On C , the node i is queried at s and the node i must be queried after s. If i is queried before s on C , then we can construct a path from the start state to the accepting state that queries i twice.
The lemma follows.
The following lemma is the key ingredient in our lower-bound proof.
LEMMA 3.6. Let B be a RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) and let s be a state in B. Let p be the number of pebbled nonroot nodes in the pebbling configuration associated with s. Then the number of inputs in E with an accepting computation path through s is at most k N− p .
PROOF. Consider I, I ∈ E such that both I and I has accepting computation paths that pass through s. We claim that if j is an arbitrary nonroot node that is pebbled in the pebbling configuration associated with s, then v I j = v I j . The claim implies that the number of inputs in E with an accepting computation path through s is at most k N− p .
We use proof by contradiction. Suppose that there exists I and I in E and suppose that C and C are the accepting computation paths for I and I , respectively, that passes through s. Let C 1 , C 1 and C 2 , C 2 be the segments of C and C before and after s, respectively. Suppose that I and I differ in the value of a black (white, respectively) pebbled node 2i (we are assuming, without loss of generality, that j is a left child of some node) and x and x are the values of node 2i in I and I , respectively. Then the computation paths C and C are as shown in Figure 1 (Figure 2, respectively) by Proposition 2.7. Now since B is a RONTBP, the nodes queried in C 1 are C 2 are disjoint, and therefore we can construct an input J with the accepting computation path C 1 C 2 . But this path makes a nonthrifty query. THEOREM 3.7. Any RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) must have at least k h/2 states.
PROOF. We give a proof using the entropy method. Let B be a RONTBP solving BT 2 (h, k). Our input set is the set E given in Definition 2.6. Now for each input I ∈ E, we choose an arbitrary accepting computation path C(I) and map I to a state s in C(I) such that the whole black-white pebbling configuration associated with s has at least h/2 pebbles on nonroot nodes. Such a state exists by the whole black-white pebbling lower bounds given by Cook et al. [2012] and Vanderzwet [2013] . Now we can conclude by Lemma 3.6 that there are at most k N− h/2 inputs in E reaching s on an accepting computation path in the RONTBP B. Therefore, there are at least k h/2 states in B. From Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.7, we obtain the tight bound θ (k h/2 ) for RONTBPs solving BT 2 (h, k).
TIGHT BOUNDS FOR BINTBP
We prove upper bounds for BINTBP by showing that BINTBPs can implement fractional black-white pebbling of T h 2 to solve BT 2 (h, k). THEOREM 4.1. BT 2 (h, k) can be solved by a BINTBP using O(k h/2 ) states.
PROOF. Cook et al. [2012] describes an NTBP B that solves BT 2 (h, k) using O(k h/2 ) states (see Theorem 3.4 (ii) in Cook et al. [2012] ). The NTBP B implements a fractional black-white pebbling of T h 2 similar to the way in which the BP obtained in the proof of Theorem 3.2 implements a read-once whole black-white pebbling. The NTBP B is a layered BP where each layer corresponds to a fractional pebbling configuration of T h 2 . If we consider an arbitrary state s in B and an arbitrary node i in T h 2 where i has black pebble value b i and white pebble value w i in the pebbling configuration corresponding to the state s, then the state s will remember a fraction b i + w i of the log(k) bits of the value of node i. In this case, the set tag(s) for a state s in B specifies for each node i, b i log(k) black-pebbled bits and w i log(k) white-pebbled bits. Here b i log(k) bits of v i are computed (i.e., for every input I reaching this state, there is an earlier state in that input's computation path that queried the node i and the result of that query matched these bits) and w i log(k) bits are guessed (i.e., for every input I with an accepting computation path through this state, there is a state later in its computation path that queries the node i and rejects immediately if the result of that query does not match these bits). The key property P satisfied by all states s in B is as follows:
-The set of all inputs I ∈ E reaching s is exactly the set of all inputs I ∈ E for which v I i matches b i log(k) black-pebbled bits specified by tag(s) for all nodes i. -The set of all inputs I ∈ E with an accepting computation path through s is exactly the set of all inputs I ∈ E for which v I i matches (b i +w i ) log(k) black and white pebbled bits specified by tag(s) for all nodes i.
The proof of property P is a straightforward generalization of the proof of property P in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
The claim that this NTBP B is a BINTBP follows directly from property P. To see this, consider any state s in the BP B and some node i in the tree that has a black pebble value of b i and a white pebble value of w i . Now if we consider the set F s for any state s, then the fraction of bits corresponding to b i can take only one particular value in F s (the value specified in tag(s)). The rest of the bits can take all possible combinations. If we consider A s , then the fraction of bits corresponding to w i are also fixed (in addition to the fraction of bits corresponding to b i ). The value of fraction of bits corresponding to w i will be the value guessed by the BP B. (These values are specified as white-pebbled bits in tag(s).) Even though there are inputs reaching the state s that do not match these w i log(k) bits, these inputs will be rejected later in the computation path when the BP B queries node i and finds out the mismatch. So these inputs are not in A s . The rest of the bits can take all possible combinations. 2 Similar to Definition 3.3, we now define the fractional black-white pebbling configuration at a state in the BINTBP.
Definition 4.2 (Fractional Black-White Pebbling Configuration at a State). Let B be a BINTBP solving BT 2 (h, k) and let s be a state such that for some input I ∈ Es has at least one accepting computation path for I passing through s. Then for any nonroot node i, we define the black and white pebble values for the configuration at state s as follows:
Notice that in a minimal BINTBP, any state s must have at least one accepting computation path passing through it. Otherwise, the state s can be removed. Note that the pebbling configuration only depends on state s by definition.
We now claim that Definition 4.2 of pebble values satisfy the restrictions imposed on pebble values by (1). The following claim establishes the fact that if the total pebble value of the tree (in nonroot nodes) is high at a state, then there are only a few inputs on an accepting computation path reaching that state. In other words, if the pebble value at a point of the computation is high, then the entropy at that point is low. CLAIM 4.5. If the total pebble value of the nonroot nodes of the tree at a state s is p, then the number of inputs I ∈ E reaching s on an accepting computation path is k N− p .
PROOF. Consider a particular nonroot node i. Assume that the total pebble value at i
Now by simple counting the total number of inputs on an accepting computation path
We now identify the fractional black-white pebbling of T h 2 on an accepting computation path C for an input I ∈ E. First, we identify certain critical states in the path C. The pebbling will satisfy the criteria that the pebbling configuration changes (i.e., pebbling moves happen) only at critical states. Then we will show that these pebbling configurations always underestimate the pebble values of nodes given by Definition 4.2.
Definition 4.6 (Critical States for Nodes). The critical state for the root node is the last state querying the root node. Every nonroot node j may have multiple critical states. Let s denote a critical state of parent of j. If b( j, s) > 0, then the last node querying node j before s is a critical state for j. If w( j, s) > 0, then the first node querying node j after s is a critical state for j.
We will follow the convention that the start state and accepting state are critical. For the lower-bound proof we will work with the following fractional black-white pebbling along an arbitrary accepting computation path for an input in E. This pebbling satisfies the condition that pebble values are always underestimated.
Fractional Black-White Pebbling along Critical States. We now define the pebbling along critical states on an accepting computation path of input I. The black pebble value of the root node becomes 1 immediately after its critical state and it is immediately unpebbled. Now we define the pebble values of an arbitrary nonroot node j. Let s be a critical state for j , the parent of j. If b = b( j, s ) > 0 (we say that s needs this black pebble at j), then this black pebble value must have increased from 0 to b at some point of computation. Now consider the critical state s for j before s as per Definition 4.6. The black pebble value of node j is increased from 0 to b at the critical state immediately following s. This state s must exist as otherwise we have b = 0. Similarly, if w = w( j, s ) > 0 (we say that s needs this white pebble at j), then this white pebble value must decrease from w to 0 at some point of computation. Now consider the critical state s for j after s as per Definition 4.6. The white pebble value is reduced from w to 0 at the critical state immediately following s. This state s must exist as otherwise we can construct an input using bitwise independence that differs from I only in the value of node j that has an accepting computation path with a nonthrifty query. We decrease the black pebble values of all nodes if they are not needed further along the computation path and increase the white pebble values only at the critical state that needs them.
The following claims about the validity of the starting and ending pebbling configurations are easily proved.
CLAIM 4.7. The start state has an empty pebbling configuration.
CLAIM 4.8. The accepting state has an empty pebbling configuration.
The following lemmas establish the fact that the pebbling sequence along critical states is a valid pebbling sequence. LEMMA 4.9. Let s be a critical state for node j, then both of j's children are fully pebbled at s.
PROOF.
Let s query f j (u, v) . We have π (A s , 2 j) = {u} (and π (A s , 2 j + 1) = {v}) by the thrifty property. Then b(2 j, s) + w(2 j, s) = 1 − log k |π (F s , 2 j)| + log k |π(F s ,2 j)| |π(A s ,2 j)| = 1 (and similarly for 2 j + 1).
LEMMA 4.10. If the black pebble value of node j is increased or the white pebble value of node j is decreased at state s, then both its children are fully pebbled at the critical state immediately before s.
PROOF. For a node j, the black pebble value is increased or the white pebble value is decreased only at the critical state immediately following a critical state for j. By Lemma 4.9 both children of node j are fully pebbled at this critical state.
The following is our key technical lemma and establishes the fact that the pebbling values defined for the critical states never overestimate the actual pebbling values of nodes. PROOF. Assume that k is a power of 2. We now apply the entropy method described in Subsection 2.2. Our input set is the set E described previously. We now describe our distribution function f . Recall that each instance I in E is a "yes" instance and therefore guaranteed to have an accepting computation path C(I) in B. As we have already seen, we can identify a sequence of critical states in C(I) and associate a fractional blackwhite pebbling configuration with each critical state such that the sequence of fractional black-white pebbling configurations form a valid fractional black-white pebbling of T h 2 (see Claims 4.3, 4.4, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10) . But we know that any valid fractional blackwhite pebbling of T h 2 must have a configuration with at least h/2 pebbles on nonroot nodes [Vanderzwet 2013 ]. Let s be the critical state in C(I) that corresponds to this configuration. Our distribution function f maps I to s. Now consider an arbitrary state s in range( f ) and consider the set G s = f −1 (s). By Claim 4.5, we have |G s | ≤ k N−h/2 . It follows that B has at least k h/2 states.
When k is not a power of 2, we consider the highest power of 2 (2 ) smaller than k. Consider the sub-BP of B that solves BT 2 (h, k) when the values are from the set [2 ]. By Definition 2.5 and the lower bound when k is a power of 2, we have that this sub-BP of B has at least 2 h/2 > k 2 h/2 states. 2
From Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.12, we conclude that BINTBPs solving BT 2 (h, k) has size θ (k h/2 ).
Remark 4.13. We note that the lower-bound proof in Cook et al. [2012] for deterministic thrifty BPs can be obtained by specializing our argument to deterministic thrifty BPs. Specifically, we define the black pebble value of a node as 1 if and only if its value is known. The critical state for the root node is the last state querying root and critical state for other nodes j are those states that query j and immediately precede the critical state for j's parent. The fact that the computation follows a valid black pebbling can be argued using thriftiness (bitwise independence is not required). We then map each input to the state that has h or more pebbles. The lower bound follows.
LOWER BOUNDS FOR DETERMINISTIC BPS USING ENTROPY METHOD
In this section, we show that many lower-bound proofs in Cook et al. [2012] can be derived using the entropy method and derive some new applications of the method. PROOF. First, we will consider a k-way BP that takes two inputs u, v ∈ [k] and computes u + k v where + k is addition modulo k. We will prove a size lower bound of k states for this problem. Then we will use this result to prove the theorem.
Let B be a k-way BP solving the preceding problem. We apply the entropy method to prove the required size lower bound. Our input set A consists of k 2 inputs (all inputs). Our distribution function maps each input in A to the last edge in the k-way BP B solving this problem. Now consider an arbitrary edge e labeled r and connecting a state labeled u to the output state s. Now consider the set of inputs F e reaching this edge. The only possible inputs are those with u = r and u + k v = s. But this implies that v = s − k r. Therefore, F e = {(r, s − k r)} has cardinality one. Since the choice of e was arbitrary, we have Edges(B) ≥ k 2 /1 = k 2 . Since we are considering k-way BPs where each state has exactly k outgoing edges, States(B) ≥ k.
Consider the subproblem of FT 3 2 (k) where f 1 = + k , leaves are allowed to take arbitrary values, and for any input I, we allow f I j (v I 2 j , v I 2 j+1 ) for j = 2, 3 to take arbitrary values and restrict it to 1 elsewhere. Consider a k-way BP B solving this problem. Now consider the sub-BP b obtained from B by fixing (v 4 , v 5 ) = (v 6 , v 7 ) = (r, s) for some r, s ∈ [k]. Note that the sub-BP B computes u + k v for u = f 2 (r, s) and v = f 3 (r, s) and therefore must have at least k states. Now the set of all states querying f 2 or f 3 in B is the disjoint union of all states querying f 2 (r, s) and f 3 (r, s) for k 2 (r, s) pairs. Therefore, States(B) ≥ k 3 as claimed.
The Children 4 2 (k) problem is the same as the FT 4 2 (k) problem, except that the tree has no root node and the values at nodes 2 and 3 together is defined as the output. PROOF. Consider a k-way BP that takes four inputs u, v, w, x and computes the tuple (u+ k v, w + k x). We will prove a size lower bound of k 2 states for this problem and argue that the theorem follows from this result.
Let B be a deterministic k-way BP solving this problem. We now apply the entropy method. Our input set A is the set of all inputs and therefore |A| = k 4 . Our distribution function will map each input in Ato the last edge in its computation path on B. Consider an arbitrary edge e labeled r that connects a query state labeled u to the output state (s, t). Now consider the set of inputs F e that get mapped to e. We have u = r, v = s − k r, and w + k x = t. Since there are exactly k inputs that satisfy these conditions, |F e | ≤ k. Therefore, Edges(B) ≥ k 4 /k = k 3 and it follows that States(B) ≥ k 2 .
Consider the subproblem of Children 4 2 (k) where f 2 = f 3 = + k , leaves are allowed to take arbitrary values, and for any input I, we allow f I j (v I 2 j , v I 2 j+1 ) for j = 4, 5, 6, 7 to take arbitrary values and restrict it to 1 elsewhere. Consider a k-way BP B solving this problem. Now consider the sub-BP B obtained from B by fixing values of sibling leaves to (r, s) . Note that the sub-BP B solves the problem discussed in the previous paragraph and hence requires k 2 states. As before, since the level 2 query states of B are the disjoint union of query states for k 2 distinct (r, s) pairs, we have States(B) ≥ k 4 . 2
We now present a new lower bound of (2 h k) for the FT 2 (h, k) problem when the function at internal nodes are restricted to a group operation. Cook et al. [2012] has shown a lower bound of (2 h ) for this problem. THEOREM 5.3. Any deterministic k-way BP solving FT 2 (h, k) with the functions at internal nodes restricted to a group operation has at least 2 h−2 k states.
PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that the functions at internal nodes are + k . The leaf nodes are labeled x 1 = 2 h−1 , . . . , x 2 h−1 = 2 h − 1. Let B be a deterministic k-way BP solving this problem. Now consider the sub-BP B obtained from B by fixing x 3 , . . . , x 2 h−1 to 1. The sub-BP B computes x 1 + k x 2 and therefore has at least k states. A similar argument can be applied to each pair of leaves. Since there are 2 h−2 disjoint pairs of leaves, the BP B must have at least 2 h−2 k states.
Upper Bounds. We observe upper bounds for the size of BPs computing the FT 2 (h, k) problem when the functions at internal nodes are restricted to a group operation. The associativity of the group operation implies upper bounds. We now briefly describe a BP for this problem. The BP is a layered BP of width k. The BP evaluates the group product in a left-associative fashion. In order to do this, the BP only has to remember the value of the product v 1 . . . v i−1 in the i th layer. This value is in [k] and can be remembered using width k. Then, in the i th layer, the BP reads v i and moves to i + 1 st layer updating the remembered value as required. There are two variations possible in this setting. In the first one, the function at the internal nodes is fixed. In this case, the branching program described will be of size 2 h k and hence Theorem 5.3 is tight. In the second version, when the function at the internal node is also a part of the input, the described method will give an upper bound of 2 h k 2 (since we also have to query the function values).
CONCLUSION
We studied read-once nondeterministic thrifty BPs solving BT 2 (h, k) and showed that this model captures exactly algorithms implementing a whole black-white pebbling strategy. We studied nondeterministic thrifty BPs solving BT 2 (h, k) and showed that this model along with the bitwise independence restriction captures exactly algorithms implementing a fractional black-white pebbling strategy. These results extend the result in Cook et al.
[2012] that deterministic thrifty BPs solving BT 2 (h, k) captures exactly algorithms implementing a black pebbling strategy to solve this problem.
Our work is also the first instance where the entropy method, introduced by Jukna and Zák, is applied to obtain size lower bounds for a nondeterministic computation model. We also give a simplified and unified view of many of the existing size lowerbound proofs for BPs solving the tree evaluation problem.
One of the main open problems that arises out of our work is to understand how restricted is the bitwise independence restriction on nondeterministic BPs solving the tree evaluation problem. Following the thrifty hypothesis in the deterministic world, it is possible that the best nondeterministic BPs are thrifty, and hence it might suffice to prove lower bounds against thrifty versions of the BP. Although we found that all known nondeterministic BPs solving tree evaluation problems are bitwise independent, it is conceivable that there is a smaller nondeterministic thrifty BP without the bitwise independence restriction.
